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Introduction 

Radio Frequency I-catian 0) Comprises a base radio t"mr . /receiver, or reader, which can 
interrogate, display, and sametimes rewrite, an electronic code held m a remate device, tramponder, and thus 
ident@ any item with which the trampunder is associated. 'This paper ~ cesthe ideas ofRFID, using 
TIRIS techuology as examples, witb particular emphasis on how these principles can be utilised m practical 
applicatioIls. 

A Brief History 

Recently there has been such rapid development of RFID that products appearhg today catl be considered a 
totally new technology. The WID concept began m the late 1940's to di"& aircraft on radar. 'Ihe idea 
of a radio transponder (tru&r/responder) migrated into the cormnercral sector and found a &w mdushial 
applications usmg small battery pawered modules, but the concept, remained fairly W y  anchored m 
aerospace until the Dutch Government voiced a new demand m the mid-1980's. 

'"hey willtted unique identification of around 75 million items almost impossible to label by other camnticinal 
techniques. Identification would greatly improve efiicimcy of handling, production and later processing, and 
secandly, there was a sisruficant black ecatlomy with illicit t r a n s k s  over the adjacent German border. n e  
items had flexible surfaces unsurtable for gluing, &w structural regions for tag attachment, were often exposed 
to d e r ,  routinely caked m dut, and not easily Constrained to a fixed location. "be items were pigs, and the 
result was the electronic tag. 

This application required a totally new set of important parameters - particularly, small size, hermetic sealing 
and a freedam from batteries. By 1989 several Companies responded wxth products, some of which are now m 
daily use by fir pet ID, as the "microchrp', required by the UK dangerous dogs laws, and identiiication of farm 
livestock. However, the very high volume market represented by d o n s  of animals has yet to materialise due 
to slow establishment of intematianal standards, and long safiety approval cycles. Instead, manufacturers 
quickly recognisedthe enormous pote&al of RFID for industrial and commercial applications. 

Early Commercial Directions 

New g e n e "  uansponders brought usdid properties to the markex; 
- small Size, - passive battery-free designs, - unique identay codes, and - ab- to be read over distances of approximately a metre. 

They o&r advautages over labels and b a r d s  as the radio signal petrates ckt, moisture, and most non- 
metallic objects. Many systems work at low hquencies where signals e\91 fxavel round metallic obstrudons. 
A security element is added because code is mvisible without suitable readen, and with a passive tag the code is 
only broadcast by request m a period ofless than onetwentieth of a second. 
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The new umcept attracted considerable imaginative interest, opened up new oppoxtunities, and provided a 
solution to problems which had prewously looked insoluble, Installed applicat~om cover a very wde range of 
acbvities fim access control to zoo managemeat, from aerospace to underground &g. For those 
manufackuing compmes m the WID busmess, these o p p o ~ e s  also provlded the spur to greater and 
ongoing technical develqrment. 

Technology Developments 

The first tags were passive and Read-only (WO). This meant, that like antishoplifting tags, they were battery 
fiee, powered by the signal fnrm the reading device. Tags are permandy uniquely cuded during ma“ 
with a SIX& four (64) bit binary number. The advanced design also includes hidden error checking codes to 
P distortim by radio inte&rence while FM transmission techniques o e r  noise immunrty fbr “y 
factory and office en-. This ensures accurate data can be retrieved in a smgle reading cycle unlike 
most other systems which require camparison of several consecutive values befbre dqlaying a result. WO tags 
are eBxtive, reliable, secure, and lowest cost. 

W O  tags have one mmvmience - the numbers are set by the manufhcturer and msequently are not atways 
the most suitable for the application. This problem was solved by producing a Reamrite 0 tag capable 
of being prograrmned by the user. Further, tags can typically be rewrittedl more than 10,000 times. This opens 
up many applications, where, by being reusable, the wst per use of tags drops to hctions of a peamy, way 
below the cost of mmypnnted labels while st i l l  offering the precision of exact identification. 

The very characteristic that makes reusable WW tags suitable for so many applications, sadly also limits their 
use for others because the data is no longer secure - if the user can change it, then so can anyone else. WW 
tags carmot be to be unique. The Multipage (M/P) addressed this problem with a smgle device 
umtainhg sevenben pages, each equivalent to one 64 bit transponder. Page 1 is factory programmed WO, the 
next sixteen (P2-Pl7) are all WW for user data. Capablllty to “lock” a page, mverting it, once coded, to read 
cmly, is also provided, so some data, such as serial numbers, cannot be erased. Pages are individually 
addressable for both “g or writing, and readers can be set to &ult to a particular page contabkg spedic 
data. 

AU these transponder types use the small size battexy-fiee technology, and are generally compatible with ea& 
other so that m some applications they can be mixed and used together. 

For wide market use, there are diffierent packaging forms for convenient mounting or to provide diflFerert 
antenna designs for reading performance. Transponders are available m mini” glass capsule, 
credit card, dtsk, and large cylindrical formats. Specially adapted designs can be provided quickly for some 
users. One such desigu, a mount-on-metal package for vehicles is now used m manufkctunng and frew 
cclmtainer tracking, while a compact form provides secure identitication of computers. 

Some Applications 

So much fbr the technology, but how is it used? Let us now tum to some real applications. 

Car Theft Prevention. In the UK, car crime has reached epidemic levels, peaking in 1992 with a car th& 
every 48 seccmds! Alarms helped initially, but the “cry wolf’ effect of the many M s e  alam quickly recfuced 
their effedmess. Ford took a radical view, realising they needed to immobilise the vehicle, but that sectmg 
procedures had to be simple if drivers were really gomg to use the system. WID solved the problem, and 
TIRIS is now the basis for their “Safeguard protection system. 

Every key has a tramspmder moulded into the plastic head. In the vehicle, a low p e r  reader is fr#ed ammd 
the ignition swrtch, and integrates with the engine management electronics. 
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When the driver tries to start the engine, the tag is verified b d r e  the vehicle starts. Ifthe tramponder is 
missmg, or has the wrong i-, startmg is inhibited. m e  advantages are that the system is secure, 
c.c”ient., and does not require the driver to do anythmg extra. 

As an indication ofthe secunty of the system, just one Safeguard equipped car was reported stolen m the first 
year of production - and that was parked with the keys in the ignition! Tests by several matoring wnsumer 
magazines, the most recent published m October 1996, canslsteatly rate TIRIS equxpped Ford cars as almost 
uustedable. 

Ford have now f&d the system to their cmple!te UK range for model year ‘95 onwards, have accelersded its 
introduction m Europe, and are mcoIporasing it into US models fiam this year also. ’Iheir lead has bem gurckly 
followed by most other mainstream autormakers, aud Crime Statistics now show a 50% drop m new cartheft, 
andthieves bemg Ibrcdto look at older rmprptectsd vehicles. 

For the US market, car crime is not recogIllsed publicly as such a problem, so car makers provide added value 
with the key providing extra functions besides secunty. The “husband’s” and ‘ W ’ s ”  keys that automatically 
adjust seats, and mirrors already exist, but how about also prehming ~vourite radio statim or selecting 
tavourite tracks on the CD player, the ‘Wet parking” key which restricts engine speed to below 2000 rpm and 
locks the boot andglovebox, or the ‘“age driver” key which limits vehicle tap speed to 5Omph - and turns the 
stereo down to a reasonable volume! 

Asset Protection. Low fresuency si& have good penetration of non metallic materials meaning tags can be 
embedded into items which need surveillance. Their presence does not need to be indicated, nor does the reader, 
which can be canded. Such tags can be used to trigger alarms on removal, collfinn presence, or simply as an 
electronic nptmt~on number. 

Readily available unnumbered presence indicating tags provide a cheap weapon agamst shop-lifting which 
RFID cannot yet meet on cost, although time is eroding price differences. But, for high value or priceless items, 
RFID can provide a-. 

One company uses tags to protect valuable antiques. Through a network of fhchised craftsmen, tags are fitted 
during restoration, usually c m d e d  under trim or waeers so as not to detract from the value. ID number, 
exact tag location and ownership validation details are kept on a database. If the item is stolen, a desmpt~on 
can be circulatedto Police and trade dealers. On recovery the tag is used to verify its identtty. ”his concept is 
now being wihed to encompass a variety of high value desirables including artworks, musical instnunents, 
boats, jetskis and motorcycles. 

A recent application is tagging ofbabies in hospital “ity departments allowing an immediate aim audthe 
unique number ensuring the baby is quickly recognised. A spm off from this application is the tagging of 
portable resuscitation equipment as the instaIled reading equipment allows iustant location of the tagged item m 
an emergency. 

Access Control. Access control is now a c u n m w  market with very competrbve pricing, but them are areas 
that gain f r o m ~ e  added b e ”  of=. Tmspanders can be provided m a credit card or badge fbrmat, 
readable from a metre distance, even if m a bag, pocket or concealed by clothing. As a pure access method, the 
hands fiee convenience may not just& the added cost, but the equation changes ifwe consider the ab&& to 
switch off a dangerous machine automatically when the supervisor moves away, or shut down a sensitive 
computer 
in an illicit transfer cm an open terminal while an aperator wmt tothe toilet. 

whm the operator leaves the keyboard. A trading bank recently admitted losing about S50M 
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Over the last three years, RFID has been used to tag runners m severaI city marathons m the USA, Japan, and 
Europe to provide automated race thing and instant print out of me” names for the media. Although 
highly visible, and somewhat fn’rvolous, this application highhghts the surtab.rlrty of using tags to monitor large 
numbers of people or equipment items which may need to pass a certain pomt, sometunes at speed. 

With read ranges exceeding a metre, even at speed, tagging of vehicles far ccartrolling entry to sites and parking 
areas is very practical. This is particularly valuable for fleet managanent where each vehicle could be used by 
any of a number of authorised drivers, but is also &ding favour with local authorities world-wide for public 
parking, mge&on limitation and public transport monitoring. A higher performance transponder has been 
SpeCiscaUy developed for these types of application, and is available m suitable for direct mounting ca 
to the metal body or chassis ofa vehicle. When coupled with a custormsed . design of antenna embedded into the 
road surface (in exactly the same way as traf€ic light sensing loops are installed), an ef%ctive reading range of 
up to four metres can be achieved. This allows positive reading of vehicles of all types, regardless of ground 
clearance, and can allow readings as vehicle pass at normal city tra 

A water authonty discovered amtract tankers were bypassing normal gate cblltrals at remute sewage treatment 
sites. This redted m cansiderable losses from failure to collect remue, and from “ & a t i o n  of the 
treatment plants by toxic mdubal chemical wastes. Trampondem allow trucks to mter the site, and be 
identitied and checked by a robotic chemical analyser before the discharge valves will operate. Attenplts to 
bypass the system are immediately signalled to HQ via a modem link. 

Another vehicle application is implemented m various guises around the world - tagging of buses and emergency 
vehicles to interface with traffic lights. During rush hour, public transport gets priority at junctions with the 
l i g b  changing to green more quickly, or delaying the red phase, as tagged buses approach. Fire engines, 
ambulances and police vehicles can be gim higher prionty still, with a guaranteed green light on approach. In 
fuaue, R N  techniques will allow emergency destination codes to be loaded m the tag as it leaves the depot, 
thus allowing the traf€ic light control system to plan ahead and clear cmgestion before the vehicle arrives. 
Following a pila study m Lutm, systems have been provided m a number of British towns, while Sao Pado m 
Brazil has just installed 11,000 cranspanders on buses and over a thousand reading points for a city-wi& 
scheme. 

An American truck operator suffered losses due to fraudulent use of credit cards issued to drivers to pay fw 
fuel. With a 7,000 txuck fleet this was a major cost. A transponder fitted m the fuel tank neck only allows the 
transaction to be authorised ifthe tag identrty is verified by a reader m the pump node.  Later, the user added a 
madifid “pseudo-tmqmder” mupled to the odometer, relaying mileage, thus allowing MPG calculation every 
time the truck was refbelied. This ended siphoning - their last main cause of fuel loss. 

Intelligent Asset Management. Because each transponder can have a unique idemty, a combination of access 
control Wah item tagging forms a basis for an intelligent secunty system. 

In the office world, a laptop computer currently has a very short desk life span due to portabllrty and 
desirabhy. However, the 1- user almost certainly obtajined the unit precisely to take it off the premises 
w h a  needed. By matching the computer tag with the person Carrying it through a monitored exit, it is easy to 
log authorised removal for records, but to raise an alarm upon unauthorised removal. 

A similar technique can be used m the baby monitoring system mentioned above where mothers, babies and 
authorised medical staffare all tagged, and an alarm is only raised when an unauthorised person tries to remove 
the baby from its crib. This uses the reverse logic of checking that the baby is present where it is supposed to 
be, rather than trying to detect its passage through the very wide hosprtal doors. More complex logic would 
allow difkrent personnel to take the baby to particular locationS, but not to others. For example, the mother 
could move between nursery, and ward, while medical staff could also take it to treatment areas. Apart from 
improving detecbon rates, an alarm is med almost mstantaueously, thus gwhg hospital security the “urn 
time to preveat the abductor fiom leavmg the premises. 
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The same revefse logic cancept also sees real applications m museums and art galleries where the presence of 
valuable @lays is CODstimtly manitored. Apaxt fkom giving near instatltaneous alarms, such a system 
provides automatic inventory auditing, and, with tags fitted m all artefhcts, even those m a warehouse, 
stocktaking can be completed quickly usmg a handheld reader. 

Logistics Maoagement. As a h a l  set of examples, let us umsider applications m an area m which 
wnsiderable “&”‘ occurs wmmercially. ’Ihat area is Logwtics - manufhcturing, materials handling and 
distribution. RFID brings a new dimension to this activity because identification is no longer canstram edtoa 
single factory warehouse or process line, and can thus allow you to “count them out, and count them back”. 

One of the most camman techniques used today m automated processes is “memory mapping” where a replica 
afthe production h e  and campanent positians is stored on computer. If items leave the line without passing a 
sensor,the“orymapbecomesoutafstepwithremainingcompan~. Transponderscaabeusedasa 
specific i w e r  during manufacture, especially ifcustomiSmg is needed as m the mator inctustry. However, 
they can also si& removal ofcompgleats fiom the production line without disrupting of other 
items, and can alann on removal fiom the premises. 

In the mator industry part~cularly, tags control all stages of whicle build, provide locatioa data during 
distributian to dealem, can be veritied during warranty service, aud can provide electronic MN identrty ibr 
ownersecunty. 

Most products today are moved on pallets or m tubs at some stage durmg their handling, and a R N  tag fitted 
to the umtainer can be used to identify the product, quantdy, and destination. On reuse, the tag is ovenwhtm 
with the new data. ?his cancept is already finding use on pallets in supermarkets, warehouses and 
manufacturing, m breweries for keg tracking, and m the chemical industry to track Containers, especially those 
Containing toxic residues. Several major companies are using vehicle mounted tags to track their fleet arotmd 
the wmtry h e e n  manufacturing and distribution sites. 

Airlines and airports provide a unique demand, and have already commissioned a number of RFID projects. In 
this industry, there can be si&& cost savings, and almost unquantifiable improvements m secunty. Same 
basic statiseics can illustrade this. 
0 

0 

0 

The world leading airlines carry over 100 million bags a year each. 
One ofthese airlines admits to spending over €20 million yearly on recovering lost bags. 
To keep a jumbo jet on the apron at Heathrow while baggage is reconciled against passengers who haw 
actually boarded can cost €400 per minute. 
Ophcal dmacter recogmbon systems to read bag labels cost up to S O O K ,  and can be less than 67% 
efficient. That can represent 17 million bags per year requiring manual sorting at Heathraw alone. 

To Whence from Here? 

All the examples described above are happening today usmg curreat products. To the newcomer, these sti l l  
sound new and exciting, but development Continues. 

‘Ihe mator industry recognises that they are only ever a step or so ahead of the villain, and already new 
generations oftag d coplstanfly varying “rolling codes” using WW technology are bemg engineered into 
fuhue immobiliser systems. 

Less popular is the l&g spectre of electronic toll collection on the motorways of the future. It might empty 
your bank account, but it can provide benefits, from recopmg a breakdown as soon as a car stops, to pre- 
allocating parking spaces as you drive into a city. 



Some authorities are also predicting the end of speednng fines, no, not by high levels of congestim, but by using 
a tall chargmg method which is lane, time and speed sensitive, similar to telephone call charges - if you want to 
exceed the speed limit m the outside lane, go ahead, but be prepared to pay dearly for the privilege - this is m e  
area where ampetrhcm is unlikely to drive prices down. 

Equally, a transponder can relay d e r  infarmatian. M d o n  has already been made of the pseudo tag, an early 
experimeatal device, but it wuld be replaced by a general dim tag, based on WW technology so that data can 
be sent to, or received from, other instnrmarts. Usmg technology developed from battery-free signal powered, a 
new generation of wireless links are becoming available making remate meter reading practical - no lager do 
you have to wait m h r  the gas man. In Europe, systems already allow all the meters m an apartment block to 
be combined and read remotely from outside, or relayed to a modem which cc"uni@s to the offices 
by telephcne, modulating the power lines or lug& power radio link. 

With the realisatiosl that energy resoufces are finite, many companies are reGognising a new market m energy 
efficiency. Some ofthe largest buildmg management suppliers have developed methods ta totally manitor 
energy usage and waste by comprehensively i " d g  customer premises, and then re-engineering the air 
conditioning and cum01 systems. Because the i n s t n u n d o n  is only fitted temporarily, it IS linked by radio to 
avoid cabling problems. However, the Spinoff is that costs are dropping fast enough that even permanart 
wireless installatians are becoming cost ef%djve. 

Conclusion 

Following a long ges" period, RFID has developed into a mature product to provide new solutions to 
identification problems in many industries through its abhty to provide unambiguous labelling and detection of 
objects that previously could not be tagged. For several years the industry was marked with unrealistic 
expdat~ons, and many companies became casualties - both as suppliers, and as a d  users. Today, after 
considerable investmeat the industry has been takes up by the "I electronics suppliers, aided by my 
competent support companies, all of d o m  have gathered considerable experience of using RFLD in real 
situations. In all the examples highhghted above, previously there were either no available solutions, or where 
there was a solution, RFID has proved to offer an elegant a€tematiVe. These illustratians should serve just to 
introduce the wide ranging apportunities RFID offer m problem solving - solutians which are, today, solid, 
proven and able to satisfy even the most Ccnservatve user. 
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